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**Animals**

- Birds on Branch
- Birds
- Butterfly
- Continuous Shadowed Butterfly
- Dolphins
- Ducks in Row
- Girl Walking dog
- Hopping Rabbit
- JM005 Elegant BFLY BLK1
- JMPANTO09 Elegant BFLY
- JMPANTO09C1 Elegant BFLY CRN
- JMPANTO10 Elegant BFLY E2E
- Little Lamb
- Moo
- Oink
- Reindeer
- Shadowed Butterfly
- Sharks
- Side Butterfly
- Vine & Bird

**Blocks**

- 4 Leaf Clover
- 4pointedferns005v7
- 6 pointed loop
- 8 pointed star
- Amazing Block
- Baroque
- Baseball Gear
- budding blockjs061
- Butterfly
- Campfire
- Candy Cane
- Circed Pointed ovals
- Circling shells JSMF1V4 IQP
- Clover with Points
- Clover
- Colonial wreath-1
- Crossing Star
- CrossRoads
- Curved Square
- Curved Star
- Fairy
- Feather Heart
- Feathered Wreath
- Feathered Fern
- Flag
- Floral Block js051v15
Flowers

- Bachelor Button
- Straight Leaves
- Rose Garden
- Shadowed Flower
- Triangle Trees
- Vine & Ivy
- Vines

General

- Baseball Caps
- Baseball gear
- Basketball Star
- bookend
- Charms
- Classic Panto
- Dump Truck
- Fairy
- High Heels
- Inside Hearts
- JMPANTO08
- Queens Crown
- Liberty Bell
- Meandering Stars
- Open Meander
- Purses
- rectangelscroll
- Rock Star
- Rockets and Space
- Men
- Moon and Star
- Splat
- Square Lace
- Statue of Liberty
- Wave Surf
- Waves
Geometric

- 6 pointed loop
- 8 pointed star
- Amazing Block
- Amazing Continuous
- circled pointed ovals
- Clams
- Clover with points
- cont spirals
- crossing star
- cross roads
- Curved Star
- Floral Block js051v15
- long pointed star
- Looped Star
- Meandering Stars
- Open Swirls
- Open Meander
- Orbits
- Pin Wheel
- Pointed Flower
- Rip Curl
- Sharp Circle
- Sharp Star
- Simple Crossroads
- Spiral
- Spirals Squared
- Spiro 2
- Spiro Complex
- Square Spiral
- Star

Home Dec

- circling leaves
- JM001V4 Pyramid runner
Jessica Schick

4 pointedfern js005v7

Bookend JSpantoM033

Budding blocks js061

Circling shells JSMF1v4

Floral blk js051v15

jspanto Jacobean puzzle jspanto23

Rectangelsscroll jspanto6

scroll block jsm3v3

jspant16 leaves & Scrolls

Shellsblock2 jsmf1v8

sq shellsblock jsmf1v7

JoAnn Hoffman

Baroque

Featherfern block1

flag

Froggies

princess

RingofFire

scroll1

sunshine

triangle2intell

triangleintell

Twirl
Pantos Continued

- JMPanto06: Straight Leaves
- JMPanto07: QueensCrownBdr
- JMPanto08: QueensCrown
- JMPanto09: Elegant BFLY
- JMPanto09c1: Elegant BFLY CRN

- jmpanto16: Leaves
- Little Lambs
- Moo

- oink
- Open Swirls
- Open Meander
- Orbits
- Pine Trees

- Pumpkin Patch
- Purses
- Puzzle jmpanto23
- Reindeer
- Rip Curl

- Rock Star
- Rockets and Space Men
- Rose Garden
- Shadowed Flower
- Sharks

- Single Moon & Star
- Spirals
- Spirals_Squared
- Spring Motif
- Statue of Liberty

- Sunshine
- Triangle Tree
- Umbrella
- Vine & Bird
- Vine_Ivy

- Vines
- Water Can
- Wave Surf
- Waves
Projects

Test Pattern

Seasonal

4 Leaf clover
Baby Jesus in Manger
Bunnies
Campfire
Candy Cane
Christmas Bells

Continuous Tree
Gingerbread Man
Holly
Jack-O-Lantern
Pumpkin Patch

Reindeer
spring motif
umbrella
water can
Winter Glove

Winter Motif
Witch on Broom